A NOVEL OCCLUSION SIGN LANGUAGE RECOGNITION
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ABSTRACT

Sign language plays an important role in communicate with changers that hearing improved. However, the sign language in many countries and areas different and auto recognition system became the research way in recent year. In this paper, we devise a novel method for occlusion processing in Taiwan Sign Language recognition system. Our method employs adxl345 and Kinect to extract the feature of signer. Then the features are regulated by the dictionary of sparse coding. In final, the HMM model and result signs are recognized from the features that corrected by our method. In experimental result, we present the data that our employ. Then we describe closing test result and future work.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Sign language is a body language that plays an important role in communicating with hearing changers. As speaking language, there are many different sign languages in every country. In Taiwan, the Taiwan Sign Language (TSL) is also used to
communication with hearing changers. However, in our lives, the people who knowing sign language are not generally, and only some governments and hospitals have recognition system to transform sign language. How to fusion the sign language recognition system in people lives is one way for research in recent years. The auto sign language recognition system has image-based and sensor-based two main approaches [1]. In sensor-based systems, signers equip instrumented gloves with sensor to extract features that training model and recognizing signs. However, sensor-based systems have challenges that as uncomfortable equipment by the signer. In image-based systems, signers do not equip any device. Nevertheless, image-based systems need substantial computations in the preprocessing stage.

In related works, researchers proposed and discussed their scheme to recognize sign language by features that extracted. A classical image-based system has five processing step: image obtained, pre-processing, segmentation, features extracted and classify [2]. In addition the five steps, more problems as background, illumination, the segment of face and other noises. Wu et al. [3] proposed the image-based gesture recognition and discussed the applications. Moni et al. [4] employed color glove and HMM to recognize gesture, they commented different method to segment gesture sequence. In [5], the algorithms that sign language recognition are divided static and dynamic two classes by Kausar et al. A neuro-fuzzy system for sign language recognition was developed by Al-Jarrah et al. in [6]. Their system includes image obtained, filtering, segmentation, detecting the contour of hands, and feature extracted five steps. The accuracy is 93.6% in bare hands experiment. Al-Rousan et al. [7] used the scheme that reduced segmentation by color glove and the feature was extracted from hands area to construct an adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system for alphabet sign recognition. And this scheme has 95.5% correct rate. In [8], six colors of gloves that five for fingertips and one for the wrist region were utilized to extract features. Then the sign of word was recognized by polynomial classifier. In [9], Al-Jarrah et al. designed a image-based system that does not use visual markings. They extracted a set of features that are translation, rotation, and scaling invariant from the image of bare hands processed. The 97.5% accuracy is obtained from 30 Arabic alphabet signs experiment in database. Maraqa et al. in [10] used recurrent neural networks for alphabet signs recognition. In their experiment, 900 samples where have 30 signs database by two signers and color glove as [8] are utilized. In particular, the 30 features are extracted from color glove, and obtained 95% correct rate in their experimental result [11]. In [12], a bare hand image of ArSL recognition system that has 91.3% accuracy was designed by El-Bendary et al. They assumed a small pause between two signs in feature segmentation step. At recognition step, a multilayer perceptron neural network and a minimum distance classifier were utilized. Hemayed et al. [13] discussed a sign language recognition system that transforms sign to speech. In [14], an alphabet signs recognition system based on image was developed by Naoum et al. Their system accuracy in bare hands, red, black and white glove experiments is 50%, 75%, 65% and 80% respectively. This system extracted contour from image histogram, then k-nearest neighbor algorithm was employed to classify it. A pulse-coupled neural network (PCNN) ArSL recognition system was proposed by Elons et al. [15], [16]. The system can able to compensate for background brightness and lighting non-homogeneity. Under geometrical transforms, bright background, and lighting conditions, their system showed invariance and achieving 90% accuracy in recognition result. In addition to traditional image-based system, new human-machine interaction systems have been introduced lately. In particular, Microsoft Kinect has attracted special attention. The Kinect has recently been used for action recognition
with application in human-machine interaction [17].

In TSL, some of two hands signs that as Figure 1 are overlap or cross to mean something, and sometime it makes recognition mistake in image-based system [18]. In this paper, we present a sparse coding method for this problem which called occlusion in image processing.

![Figure 1. The frames of occlusion sign “only” in TSL](image)

### 2. PROPOSED METHOD

In this section, we present our sign language recognition system with occlusion processing method. Since some of signs that have wrist rotating or not means difference in TSL [18], our system has not only Kinect but also adxl345 that assumed smart watch two sensors to extract training and recognizing features. The processing flow-chart as Figure 2 and Figure 3 shown.

![Figure 2. The flow-chart of modification dictionary $\mathcal{D}$ training](image)
Figure 3. The flow-chart of proposed system

(a) Left hand sign       (b) Right hand sign

Figure 4. Respective sign from left and right hand

For occlusion problem, we employ sparse coding [17] to train a modification dictionary \( D \). For solving occlusion, the sign of left and right hand sequences \( S_L \) and
\( S_R \) are collected individual as Figure 4. Next, we extract the features \( Y_L \) and \( Y_R \) from first order differential \( S_L \) and \( S_R \). And then the frames of features are corrected through dynamic time warping (DTW) [19], and concatenate features \( Y = [Y_L, Y_R] \). The dictionary \( D \) is learned by sparse coding. The flow-chart shows as Fig.2.

In model training and recognizing, the features of double hands signs are collected as normal action. In Figure 1, the sequences \( S \) are collected by Kinect as Figure 3 from left way. After first order differential makes \( S \) to features \( Y' \), our method employs dictionary \( D \) which we trained to simulate the features of occlusion signs in real. At the same time, the rotating features are extracted from adxl sensor. As left way to first order differential, the rotating features are integrated with joints features that were extracted and modified by Kinect and dictionary \( D \). Finally, we use these features training the HMM model and recognizing signs.

### 3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT

In this study, we employ 45 signs and 5 signers to test our proposed system. And each sign is collected 10 times per signer. For comparing the features that obtained from Kinect and adxl, the 45 signs that have 30 normal and 15 wrist rotating signs were selected. Some of sings have occlusion when the action of signers. For simulating smart watch to extract rotating features, the adxl sensor as Figure 5 shown is worn on the wrist. In closing test, the high accuracy is obtained in dependent test by our method.

![Figure 5. Simulating smart watch equipment by adxl sensor](image)

### 4. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we proposed a novel method for sign language recognition to solve occlusion problem when the actions of signers. And in closing test, the sign can be recognized accurately. In future work, we would test our method in independent test, add the words to model and compare with other methods. Then the human-machine interface and changer translator are implemented next work.
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